GLASS WALLS
BROCHURE
SLIDING
FOLDING
BI-FOLDING
RETRACTABLE

DOOR SLIDE
DOOR SLIDE is a frameless sliding
glass panel system, ideal to isolate
and protect vertically, openings of
outdoor areas.
The system is fixed inside a frame
(aluminium, steel, concrete etc) with
perimeter aluminium runners. All
runners are equipped with brush
seals for insulation and the bottom
profile is specially designed to drain
the rain water and make the system

CHARACTERISTICS

> 10mm tempered glass panels
> Perimeter guide rails system
> Locking system
> Door handle with lock
> Integrated drainage
> Available in 3 and 5 runners version

ADVANTAGES

Complete insulation
Ideal for using AC, or heating the area
Clear view, minimum aluminium frames
Open easily, leave the area free
No hanging, no weight on the frame
Made to measure
Many combination available

3 runner version

Bottom runner dim: 76,5X36,5
Perimeter runner dim: 65,2X56,6

Integrated drainage

CONFIGURATIONS
3 runner version

Single side
2 panels

Single side
3 panels

Double side
4 panels

Double side
6 panels

5 runner version

5 runner version
Single side
4 panels

Single side
5 panels

Double side
8 panels

Double side
10 panels

Bottom runner dim: 119,5X36,5
Perimeter runner dim: 106,5,2X56,6

DOOR FOLD
DOOR FOLD is a frameless folding
glass panel system, designed to be
installed inside a frame (aluminium, steel, concrete etc), having no
bottom runner and allow the easy
passage at any time.
The system can effectively protect
outdoors areas and it is available in
two different models.
The folding model with the parking
areas, and the bifolding model with
hinges.

FOLDING MODEL

BI - FOLDING MODEL

WITH FRAME
CHARACTERISTICS
SINGLE GLASS VERSION

> 10mm tempered glass panels
> Transparent polycarbonate gaskets
> No bottom rail, free passage
> Top rail hanging system
> Locking system
> Glass availble in colors
> Frame available in any RAL

DOUBLE GLASS VERSION

> Double glass / Energy efficient
> Slim aluminium perimeter frame
> No bottom rail, free passage
> Top rail hanging system
> Locking system
> Glass availble in colors
> Frame available in any RAL
> Available also with thermal insulated
aluminium profiles

HIGH LOW CLASSIC MODEL
HIGH LOW Classic is a free-standing model, designed to protect any open-outdoor areas where
there is no frame or structure available.
The system is operated via a horizontal handle bar with counterweight steel bars inside, that
enable the easy and smooth retraction of the module.
Classic model can be delivered with or without top aluminium frame.

HIGH LOW Classic is also available in motorized version.
The glasses are also frameless and are available in 8mm or 10mm thikness.
A delicate box, that protects the motor is placed in the bottom, and two runners are supporting the glass retraction.
The main advantage is that the electric version can cover large dimensions up to 400cm with one unit, which allows a nice clear view
with fewer obstacles.
With a maximum height of 225cm HIGH LOW is ideal for any private or commercial outdoor area, offering wind and rain protection.

HIGH LOW PERGOLA MODEL
Pergola model is installed inside an existing pergola frame. It consists of a horizontal box, where the motor and operation system
are protected, and two lateral guides with a telescopic system.
It is available in different versions using different fixed/moving panels combination, in order to achieve the ideal solution for every
client, and can retract upwards on downwards upon request.
All visible aluminium parts are powder coated according to Qualicoat standards.
Glass panels of 10mm or 8mm tempered are used as standard, but also any other glass combination is possible.
Pergola model can be also produced with thermally insulated profiles and double energy efficient glass for maximum results.

2 panels (1F+1M)

Recomnended dimensions
max. 330X250

3 panels (1F+2M)

Recomnended dimensions
max. 330X270

4 panels (2F+2M)

Recomnended dimensions
max. 330X380

2 panels (1F+1M)

Recomnended dimensions
max. 330X250

3 panels (1F+2M)

Recomnended dimensions
max. 330X270
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